Dancing in the Sacred Grove

WOMEN OF THE
SACRED GROVE

THAT WHICH ENDURES

A meditation on the eternal, this trinity knot interweaves
with a circle of marcasite, for a more complex
contemplation of love, truth and all that endures through
time. Sterling silver pendant on 18" chain; coordinating
earrings. Ireland.
J20562 Encircled Trinity Knot Pendant $75
J10338 Encircled Trinity Knot Earrings $95
		
(see earrings at gaelsong.com)

EXCLUSIVE! Like a fragment of a lost legend,
Emily Balivet’s artwork offers a tantalizing
glimpse of an imminent event. Twelve ladies, in
a variety of fine gowns, walk past a wood, a flock
of doves swooping above. Where are the women
going? What is the message of the birds?
Tapestry-woven wallhanging adds an air of the
mythic to any wall. 36" x 25" cotton/poly blend;
comes with hanging rod and hardware. Made in
USA. Gift wrap and rush delivery not available.
D50630	Women of the Sacred Grove
Wallhanging $90

FIREGLOW

EXCLUSIVE! Like flickering candlelight, faceted wine-red garnets
glow warmly with shining gold. Necklet combines petite garnet
briolettes with tiny faceted gold-plated nuggets; pendant and
earrings each feature a trio of garnets. Wear the necklaces
separately, or layered together as one harmonious
piece. Necklet with beads adjusts 17-19"; trio
pendant on 18" chain. Gold vermeil chain,
clasp, and earwires. Handmade in
USA by Lynn Olander.

UNABASHEDLY
ROMANTIC

This collection is also
available in Emerald.

J10433 Gemstone Trio Earrings $67
J20666 Gemstone Briolette Necklet $70
J20667 Gemstone Trio Pendant $95
SAVE 10% When you buy two or more pieces!

NEW! WILDFLOWERS GALORE

Spring sunlight gradually warms the meadows, until
they bloom with a sudden profusion of wildflowers. This
lightweight jacket evokes an alpine meadow with opulent
floral embroidery, highlighted with silvery swirls and framed
with golden trim. Oil-dyed fabric has a lovely textured
appearance, which will vary slightly. Features stand-up collar
and open front. Cotton/elastane; hand wash. Sizes S-XL.
A40121 Embroidered Flowers Jacket $95

Earrings shown
actual size

FOREVER

actual size

The endless blending of past, present and future—
entwined eternal knots speak of the union of souls ’til
the end of time. Gold bands edge elegant openwork
silver knots on this extraordinary ring designed by Keith
Jack. Sterling silver and 10k gold rings in whole and half
sizes 5-15. Made in Canada.
J74001 Two-Tone Eternal Knot Ring $330

NEW! SUNLIT MEADOW

Bright sunlight streaming on wildflowers—a vision of summer’s
essence. Strands of intricately-embroidered wildflowers bloom on
a breezy bright white voile top. Comfortable knit lining. Approx. 26"
long. Imported. Polyester/rayon; hand wash. Sizes XS-XL.
A60377 Embroidered Flowers Top $85

INSTANTLY MAGNIFICENT

Turquoise

Emerald
Green

Cayenne

Black

NEW! A SPIRIT BOTH STRONG AND TENDER

EXCLUSIVE! A noble lady of yore would spend hours dressing to greet the court.
Make your outfit instantly magnificent with this ornate belt. Leather-like front is
embellished with an intricate botanical design; stretch black elastic belt goes over
any dress or skirt with ease. Sizes S-XL; wear at natural waist.
B20009 Ornate Buckled Stretchy Belt $32
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A red rose—the symbol of
ardent love. Ruffled like
rose petals, tiers of red
cascade in this swirling
skirt that begs you to
dance. Fold-over waist
hugs you comfortably; the
full skirt lets you move
freely. Lightweight rayon,
lined; hand wash. 40"
long. Imported. Sizes
S/M, M/L, L/XL. Shown
in Rose Red; also
available in Turquoise,
Emerald Green,
Cayenne or Black.
A50002
Flamenco
Skirt $98

gaelsong.com

1.800.205.5790

Spirit of a warrior, soul of a poet—please your strong and tender sides with these gladiator sandals. Strappy red footwear
puts strength in your stride, cutouts reminiscent of flowers send you into a reverie. Handpainted leather; color will vary
slightly. Back zipper, elasticized strap and velcro closure for best fit and easy wear. Padded insole, rubber outsole. 1¼"
heel, ½" platform. European (U.S.) sizes 35 (4½-5), 36 (5½-6), 37 (6½-7), 38 (7½-8), 39 (8½), 40 (9), 41 (9½-10), 42 (10½ -11).
B70021 Cut-out Red Gladiator Sandals $120
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